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Abstract

Computational phantom libraries have been developed over the years to enhance the accuracy of Monte Carlo-based radiation dose calculations from radiological procedures. In this work, we report on the development of an adult computational anthropomorphic phantom library covering different body morphometries among the 20-80 years old population. The anatomical diversities of different populations are modeled based on anthropometric parameters extracted from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) database, including standing height, total weight and body mass index. Organ masses were modified to match the corresponding data. The ICRP reference male and female models were selected as anchor phantoms. A computer code was developed for adjusting standing height and percentage of fat free mass of anchor phantoms by 3D scaling. The waist circumference and total body mass were further adjusted. The diversity of organ masses due to anthropometric differences deviates from the mean values by about 3-21%, while this deviation exceeds 50% for genital organs. Thereafter, organ-level absorbed doses from both [...]
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Abstract—Computational phantom libraries have been developed over the years to enhance the accuracy of Monte Carlo-based radiation dose calculations from radiological procedures. In this paper, we report on the development of an adult computational anthropomorphic phantom library covering different body morphometries among the 20–80 years old population. The anatomical diversities of different populations are modeled based on anthropometric parameters extracted from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey database, including standing height, total weight, and body mass index. Organ masses were modified to match the corresponding data. The ICRP reference male and female models were selected as anchor phantoms. A computer code was developed for adjusting standing height and percentage of fat free mass of anchor phantoms by 3-D scaling. The waist circumference and total body mass were further adjusted. The diversity of organ masses due to anthropometric differences deviates from the mean values by about 3%–21%, while this deviation exceeds 50% for genital organs. Thereafter, organ-level absorbed doses from both internal and external radiation exposure conditions were estimated. A total of 479 phantoms corresponding to seven age groups were constructed for both genders, thus fulfilling the criteria for representing a diverse adult population with different anthropomorphic and anatomical characteristics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE utilization of radiation-based diagnostic imaging systems is progressively increasing worldwide, raising concerns about the potential hazards of radiation exposure.
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Computational phantoms were developed to accurately model radiation interaction within the human body using Monte Carlo (MC)-based radiation transport software packages targeting a number of applications, including radiation dose calculations and imaging physics research [1]. The first generation of computational phantoms were defined by simple surface equations and initially developed in the 1960s [2]. In the late 1980s, following the advent of tomographic medical imaging technologies, such as CT and MRI, voxel-based phantoms were developed to represent the anatomical features of the human body. Voxel-based phantoms were rapidly adopted in MC simulations owing to their ability to model anatomical details and have been continued to be developed over the years taking advantage from advances in high-resolution imaging. The third generation of computational phantoms using boundary representation techniques emerged in the form of nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) or polygon mesh surfaces. They offer better flexibility in terms of modeling deformation, motion, and change in posture [3]–[5].

From a radiation protection perspective, it is essential to determine and quantify the variability of radiation dose with respect to variations in anthropometry and anatomy. To this end, anthropomorphic phantoms coupled with MC methods play an important role in radiation dosimetry calculations. Reference anthropomorphic models were developed based on the average population [4], [6]–[8] but limited to fixed anthropometric and anatomical parameters. However, the diversity of anthropometric parameters between reference models and individuals may introduce significant uncertainties, thus motivating and raising the demand of personalized computational phantoms. Although, person-specific phantoms added up to an ideal model, some limitations such as lack of high-resolution tomographic images for each person and a time consuming segmentation process drew the attention of researchers to a more efficient approach of computational phantoms in medical dosimetry. Habitus-specific phantoms introduced as a size adjustable type of phantoms which were constructed based on deformation in a reference phantom. These phantoms are neither too individualized like subject-specific phantoms nor population-averaged as are reference phantoms [3], [9].

A number of studies focused on size-adjustable phantoms to account for variability in body size, organ masses, and other parameters, such as body fat percentage and subcutaneous fat distribution in dosimetry applications. Johnson et al. [9] built patient-dependent phantom series containing 25 models based on the University of Florida (UF) hybrid adult male phantom [8] using anthropometric parameters extracted...
from National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) III (1988–1994). The phantoms were remodeled considering two classes of target parameters; 1) primary parameters (body height and weight) and 2) secondary parameters (waist and thigh circumferences). The internal organ masses of Johnson’s models deviated from reference values due to the 3-D scaling during the deformation process.

In another study, an automated algorithm was developed to generate an adult phantom library using polygon mesh surfaces where the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute adult male and adult female models [4] were extended into a library representing morphometric diversities in the U.S. population for the 19-year old males and females. The organ masses were assumed to follow a Gaussian normal distribution [10] according to the mean and standard deviation compiled from various sources [5].

A study was performed by Broggio et al. [11] to construct a library of 25 adult males using NURBS surfaces constructed based on full body optical models. The anthropometric parameters were extracted from Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry Resource with 109 identified organs scaled by ICRP reference data and height-dependent linear formula [12], [13]. Cassola et al. [14] produced a library of 18 phantoms from FASH and MASH mesh-based anchor phantoms using 3-D modeling software where the organ masses were scaled as a function of height [15].

The first library of 4-D phantoms comprising 58 NURBS models was developed by Segars et al. [16]. This library was extended based on reference XCAT phantoms [17] using real anatomy of chest-abdomen-pelvis CT data of normal patients having different body mass indices (BMIs). A library of 84 adult phantoms based on the Chinese Reference Adult Male polygon Surface (CRAM_S) was constructed by Chen et al. [18] where the organ models were adjusted to match reported Chinese reference data. An extended library of UF family containing 351 computational phantoms has also been developed based on morphometric data from NHANES (1999-2006) [19].

In the previous works, attention was paid to reflect more realistically the distribution of physical properties while the anatomical diversities were not appropriately considered. Different approaches have been adopted to determine organ masses representative of the considered population for the design of computational phantoms. For instance, organ masses can be set to reference values or deviate from reference masses due to the 3-D scaling. Alternatively, organ masses were linearly correlated to only phantom statures or simply sampled using a normal distribution. A practical approximation to realistically model the anatomical variability among individuals consists in implementing multiple correlations of each organ mass with different external anthropometric parameters into the phantom series.

In this paper, a software tool was developed to automatically remodel anchor reference phantoms to match target morphometric and anatomical characteristics. The developed library of voxel-based models is capable of representing internal details unlike surface models that cannot represent an inhomogeneous density distribution of organs or tissues [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REFERENCE PHANTOM PROPERTIES</th>
<th>MALE</th>
<th>FEMALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT (cm)</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS (Kg)</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF TISSUE VOLUMES</td>
<td>1,946,375</td>
<td>3,886,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLICE THICKNESS (Voxel Height, mm)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOXEL TS-PLANE RESOLUTION (mm)</td>
<td>2.137</td>
<td>1.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOXEL VOLUME (mm³)</td>
<td>36.54</td>
<td>15.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF COLUMNS</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF ROWS</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF SLICES</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. ICRP Adult Reference Phantoms

The ICRP phantoms were constructed through modification of the voxel models (Golem and Laura) of a 38-year-old male (176 cm, 70 kg) and a 43-year-old female individual (167 cm, 59 kg), whose body height and mass resembled the physical characteristics of the reference male and reference female phantoms. In total, 140 organs with 53 tissue types were segmented and the organ masses of both models adjusted to the ICRP data of the adult reference male and female [21], [23]. The main characteristic of these phantoms are summarized in Table I.

B. Anthropometric Data

The field of anthropometry encompasses a variety of human body measurements, such as weight, height, circumferences, and lengths to represent the physical characteristics of a population. According to the trends of obesity among individuals, an updated database is required to represent a realistic body morphometry distribution. As shown in Fig. 1, the results of anthropometric reference data from 1999 to 2014 reflect the obesity prevalence in the U.S. population [24]. In the present study, morphometric parameters in seven age groups from 20 to 80 years old were obtained from the recently published NHANES (2011–2014) database. Height–weight grids obtained from the combination of height and weight percentile data (10%, 15%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 85%, and 90%) and BMI range, indicating the ratio of weight to squared height, were carefully selected to limit unrealistic physical properties.

C. Fat Free Mass and Waist Circumference Target Values

Since the extraction of a precise model for calculation of fat percentage and related fat free mass (FFM) percentage
correlated with anthropometric parameters is not straightforward, the average values of different models reported in the literature were derived. The results show that FFM percent increases by increasing the height and decreases by increasing BMI [25]–[27]. Although both BMI and waist circumference measure the level of obesity, waist circumference may be more important because it is more sensitive to the distribution of body fat than BMI. To construct a more realistic body shape, waist circumference data extracted from NHANES (2011–2014) was combined with a linear model of waist circumference proportional with BMI using demographic data obtained from NHANES (2003) [28], [29].

D. Correlation Between Organ Masses and Anthropometric Parameters

One of the most important factors influencing radiation dosimetry calculations is the mass of organs, which substantially vary between different subjects owing to specific anatomical characteristics. In the absence of person-specific imaging data, the estimation of organ masses relies on their correlation with external physical parameters. To this end, organ mass data were extracted from anthropometric parameters including age, standing height, body weight, and BMI of an individual. A survey of published articles reporting organ masses in correlation with morphometric parameters is given in Table II. In this paper, 13 organ masses including brain, heart, right and left lungs, liver, spleen, thyroid, right and left kidneys, pancreas, and three genital organs for each gender were extracted from derived from autopsies and diagnostic measurements [12], [30]–[41]. Information on organ masses from different scientific publications has been culled in a software to extract the masses of 13 organs based on specific anthropometric parameters.

E. Methodology for Automated Model Deformation

In this paper, an automated algorithm was developed to remodel the reference phantom into various anthropometric and anatomical data. Computer software written in MATHEMATICA 7 (Wolfram Research Inc, Champaign, IL, USA) coupled with MATLAB 8.1 scripts (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to implement the whole deformation process schematically displayed in Fig. 2. In the reference phantoms, the blood vessels were inwardly replaced in 2-D to avoid losing the vessels located in the residual tissue region during the adjustment of the fat mass for thin phantoms. The first step to reach the target anthropometric parameters consists in adjusting the height. Once the height is exactly matched, deforming the whole frame of phantoms using FFM percent was done by rescaling the phantom in 2-D. To adjust organ masses, the deformation process was applied on each organ to fine tune the volume, considering the conservation of organ’s center of mass position. In addition to the 13 organs scaled in association with anthropometric parameters, four other organs including gall bladder, stomach, thymus, and urinary bladder were scaled to ICRP reference masses. The scaled organs were embedded into the body where the centroid position of each organ was kept constant through
the phantom. To avoid the overlap of adjacent organs, a priority was defined for organs to be embedded according to their volume as well as their sensitivity to radiation. In the next step, for adjusting total body mass, first the waist circumference was considered as the estimation of belly fat. To this end, the outer contour of the phantom was detected, then adding or removing fat layer of the trunk was iterated until waist circumference was achieved. Waist circumference was measured at the uppermost lateral border of the hip crest (ilium) by measuring the perimeter of the outer body contour. Second, by tuning fat mass in the legs and arms, the target total body mass excluding the skin mass was fixed to within 3% of reference values. Lastly, the whole body phantom was checked for some intersections or holes and smoothness of outer contour, and the skin layer with a thickness equal to in-plane resolution was coated. After completion of the deformation process, each deformed phantom was visually analyzed in 2-D and 3-D to check the anatomical structures as well as whole body habitus.

F. Monte Carlo Calculations-Based Organ Dose Assessment

1) Internal Dose Estimation: The absorbed doses to three morphometrically different computational phantoms from $^{18}$F-FDG as PET tracer were estimated through MC simulations using the N-particle extended (MCNPX) code. $^{18}$F positron-emitting source with an average energy of 0.2498 MeV was simulated in six source regions according to $^{18}$F-FDG biokinetic data reported in ICRP 106 [44]. A total number of $10^7$ primary particles were generated to reach less than 1% statistical uncertainty in most cases [45], [46].

In the MIRD formalism, the radiation absorbed dose from any source organ $r_s$ delivered to target tissue $r_T$ is given by (1) [47]

$$D(r_T, T_D) = \sum_{r_s} T_D \int_0^{r_D} A(r_s, \tau) S(r_T \leftarrow r_s) d\tau$$

$$= \sum_{r_s} A(r_s, \tau) S(r_T \leftarrow r_s)$$

(1)
TABLE III
MORPHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PATIENT AND FEMALE 40–50 YEARS AGE GROUP, 25TH PERCENTILE HEIGHT AND 75TH PERCENTILE WEIGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>PATIENT</th>
<th>FEMALE 40–50 y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>50 y</td>
<td>40.50 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>88 Kg</td>
<td>85.3 Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT</td>
<td>150 cm</td>
<td>158.1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>34.37</td>
<td>34.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\hat{A}(r_s, t)$ is the time integrated activity in the source organ during the dose-integration period $T_D$, $S(r_T \leftarrow r_s)$ is the S-value defining the equivalent dose rate in the target organ per unit activity in the source organ. Using MCNPX tally card *F8, S-values were estimated per particle. Time-integrated activity in the source organs were obtained from ICRP 106 [44] and the administered activity of $^{18}$F-FDG was similar to PET/CT acquisition protocols used in our department (3.5 MBq/kg with a maximum of 350 MBq for patients heavier than 100 kg). The effective dose was calculated based on ICRP definition:

$$E = \sum W_T \sum W_R D_{T,R}$$

where $E$ denotes the effective dose, $W_R$ is the radiation weighting factor, $D_{T,R}$ is the absorbed dose in tissue or organ $T$, and $W_T$ is the tissue weighting factor.

2) External Dose Estimation: To benchmark the CT radiation dose calculation using the developed library, the dose report of a female patient with high BMI who underwent a CT examination in our department under an IRB approved protocol was selected for comparison of the results with the corresponding phantom in the developed series. The characteristics of the patient and phantom are tabulated in Table III.

Examination details were extracted from the DICOM header. The study was performed on the Discovery CT 750 HD scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with a scan range covering the thorax and abdomen using the following acquisition parameters: a table speed of 55 mm/rot, 0.7 s revolution time, 1.37 pitch factor, and 40 mm total collimation width. A tube voltage of 120 kVp with tube current modulation (varying between 296 and 495 mA) were applied. CT dose was obtained using Radimetrics Enterprise Platform, a dose monitoring software tool using MC simulations (Bayer HealthCare) [48]. Radimetrics calculates patient-specific absorbed dose by adjusting the CT images of a patient with Cristy & Eckerman stylized computational phantom [49] considering sex, age, and size of body (diameter). To estimate the effective dose and absorbed dose in target organs of Female 40–50 y, the CT acquisition parameters, a model of the 750 HD CT scanner and exposed phantom geometry were used as input to MCNPX [50], [51].

III. RESULTS

A. Anthropomorphic Parameters

The percentile data including 10%, 15%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 85%, and 90% of height and weight, extracted from the recent version of NHANES (2011–2014) database, were combined to provide 49 height–weight grids for each age group. To restrict unrealistic body morphometries, BMI percentile data varying from 19.8 to 40.7 kg/m$^2$ for adult females and from 20.5 to 36.9 kg/m$^2$ for adult males was assigned to the height–weight bins. Once BMI data were applied on grids, a total of 249 grids for females and 230 grids for males fell within acceptable BMI range. Figs. 3 and 4 display the height–weight grids of this library in seven age groups for females and males, respectively. Different categories of weight status include underweight individuals with BMI below 18.5, healthy people with BMI within the range 18.5–24.9, overweight, obese, and morbidly obese within BMI ranges 25.0–29.9, 29.9–39.9 and exceeding 40.0, respectively [19]. By combining weights and heights in this library, 33.7% of female models fall into the normal BMI category, 23.2% in overweight, 40.9% in obese, and 2% in morbidly obese category. For male models, 27.8% of phantoms fall in healthy BMI class, 34.3% in overweight, and 37.8% in obese category.

The FFM percent and waist circumference were considered in this library as secondary parameters. The BMI and waist circumference parameters are widely used in the characterization of obesity. As depicted in Fig. 5, waist circumference increases with increasing BMI values, while the FFM is inversely proportional to BMI.

The diversity of organ masses as a function of four morphometric variables is illustrated in Table IV. These data are sampled based on anthropometric parameters of the phantoms belonging to the current library. The mean values of organ masses calculated by multiple correlation considering anthropometric variables show a deviation from ICRP reference organ masses, but still in the same order of magnitude.
The difference between calculated organ masses and ICRP reference data falls within the range 0.4%–51%.

### B. Deformed Phantoms

To demonstrate the variability of the morphometry of the developed phantoms, frontal, and rotated views of the ICRP female reference model compared with two female phantoms at 30–40 years age group at 10th percentile standing height and 75th percentile of body weight (Female30y-10h-75w) and 90th percentile of standing height, and 50th percentile of body weight (Female30y-90h-50w) are depicted in Fig. 6. The male ICRP reference model is compared in Fig. 7 to two male phantoms at 20–30 years age group, at 10th percentile standing height and 75th percentile of body weight (Male20y-10h-75w) and 90th percentile of standing height, and 50th percentile of body weight (Male20y-90h-50w).

We considered the diversity of internal organ masses between individuals to go one step closer to person-specific phantoms as standard models.

In this paper, an initial database of 13 internal organ masses was culled using the surveyed dependence of organ masses and anthropometric parameters shown in Table II. In Fig. 8,
Fig. 7. Frontal and rotated views of adult male phantoms at 20–30 year age groups, at 10th percentile standing height and 75th percentile of weight (Male20y-10h-75w), ICRP voxel male phantom, 90th percentile of height and 50th percentile of weight (Male20y-90h-50w).

Fig. 8. Transaxial views of female phantoms displaying liver volume differences showing (a) 85th percentile of height and weight at age group 20–30 years and (b) 85th percentile of height and 25th percentile of weight at age group 60–70 years.

C. Monte Carlo-Based Dosimetry Calculations

1) Internal Dose From $^{18}$F-FDG: Absorbed dose to organs was calculated for three anthropomorphically different phantoms in both genders including female phantoms at age group 30–40 years representing Female30y-10h-10w (10th height and weight percentiles) and Female30y-90h-90w (90th height and weight percentiles) as well as ICRP female reference phantom. They were also calculated for male phantoms in age group 30–40 years Male30y-10h-15w (10th height and 15th weight percentiles) at age group 50–60 years Male50y-75h-50w (75th height and 50th weight percentiles) in addition to ICRP male reference phantom. The simulation was designed for a whole body $^{18}$F-FDG PET/CT protocol. Absorbed doses to six phantoms with different sex, age, and anthropometric parameters are reported in Table V. The absorbed dose per unit administered activity for the ICRP female reference phantom is about 35% higher than that of the obese female phantom (Female30y-90h-90w). It is about 8.34% less in comparison with the thin phantom (Female30y-10h-10w). The absorbed dose per unit administered activity for the ICRP male reference phantom is about 14.5% higher than the male obese phantom (Male50y-75h-50w). It is about 1.5% less than that of the thin phantom (Male30y-10h-15w). The total absorbed dose increases by increasing the body weights since the injected activity is proportional to patient weights (Table V).

The effective doses and absorbed doses per unit administered activity in target organs for female and male phantoms are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The five organs receiving the highest absorbed doses in the simulated phantoms are the heart, bladder, brain, liver, and prostate for the male (uterus for female) phantom. The differences of organ absorbed dose among phantoms depends on differences...
Table V
Summary of $^{18}$F-FDG absorbed doses for female phantom at second age group and 10th–10th height and weight percentiles, respectively (Female 30y-10h-10w), ICRP reference female phantom ICRPfemale, and female phantom at second age group and 90th–90th height and weight percentiles, respectively (Female 30y-90h-90w). Same as above for the male phantom at second age group and 10th–15th height and weight percentiles, respectively (Male 30y-10h-15w), ICRP reference male phantom ICRPmale, and male phantom at fourth age group and 75th–50th height and weight percentiles, respectively (Male 50y-75h-50w). The differences between the ICRP reference phantom and other phantoms are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phantom ID</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Absorbed dose per unit administered activity (mGy/MBq)</th>
<th>Absorbed dose for our protocol (mGy)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female30y-10h-10w</td>
<td>54.75</td>
<td>153.8</td>
<td>23.145</td>
<td>1.51E-02</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRPfemale</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>163.0</td>
<td>22.588</td>
<td>1.39E-02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female30y-90h-90w</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>172.5</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>9.04E-03</td>
<td>-35.0</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male30y-10h-15w</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>167.0</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>1.20E-02</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRPmale</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>176.0</td>
<td>23.63</td>
<td>1.18E-02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male50y-75h-50w</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>181.3</td>
<td>27.23</td>
<td>1.01E-02</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in body structures and organ masses due to the different sex, age, and anthropomorphic characteristics. From the radiation protection standpoint, the effective dose as a single metric provides a practical information to compare different radiation exposure scenarios. The effective dose differences (in mSv/MBq) between ICRP female reference model and Female30y-90h-90w is about $-15.6\%$ and about $4.8\%$ with Female30y-10h-10w. For the ICRP male reference phantom, this difference is about $-3.2\%$ for Male50y-75h-50w and $7.6\%$ with Male30y-10h-15w.

2) External Dose From CT Examination: The absorbed dose in target organs of the patient extracted from Radimetrics package were compared with the results of morphometrically corresponding phantom Female40y-25h-75w (female phantom in age group 40–50 years, 25th percentile of height and 75th percentile of weight) under the same CT scanning conditions. Coronal and sagittal slices of patient CT images and Female40y-25h-75w phantom are shown in Fig. 11.

The comparison of absorbed doses for eight important organs and effective doses estimated by Radimetrics and our MC calculations is illustrated in Fig. 12. In most organs, the absorbed doses estimated by Radimetrics agree well with simulated results of Female40y-25h-75w with an average bias of about $16.6\%$ (range $1.35\%$–$43\%$). The lungs present the largest deviation (about $43\%$). Radimetrics reported an effective dose of $17.51$ mSv whereas our simulations using Female40y-25h-75w resulted in an effective dose of $14.35$ mSv.

IV. Discussion
The construction of more realistic models representative of the adult population is highly desired for MC-based simulation studies targeting a number of research applications in diagnostic and therapeutic radiology. A new series of anthropomorphic phantoms extended from the ICRP reference phantoms covering not only the diversity of anthropometric characteristics but also anatomical diversities are developed in this paper. First, standing height and total body mass were adjusted as the primary parameters of this library. Second, FFM percent was tuned by 2-D scaling to make a more realistic proportion with anthropometric parameters between unscaled organs.
The organ-level doses and effective dose for the CT examination calculated for the anthropomorphic fitted phantom from the developed series show acceptable dose estimation accuracy for radiation protection purposes. Since each subject has exclusive anatomical characteristics, using an independent phantom library instead of a patient-specific model may cause a deviation from the actual absorbed dose. However, it definitely provides a more accurate estimate compared to the calculations using stylized phantoms, such as the Cristy & Eckerman stylized computational phantoms [49] implemented within Radimetrics software. During the course of this paper, we created a patient-specific model by segmenting a clinical CT study and comparing the dose delivered to the patient-specific model, considered as reference, to results generated using the corresponding anthropomorphic phantom from our library and Radimetrics. The effective dose for the patient-specific model was estimated to be 11.72 mSv. The discrepancy between the effective dose calculated using the patient-specific model and the best fitting model from our library was 22.2%, whereas it was up to 49.2% when calculated using Radimetrics. As reported by Xie et al. [51], in addition to the anthropometric parameters, the organ-surface distance (average distance from the skin to organs) or body size shows a significant correlation with organ absorbed dose. It appears that Radimetrics overestimates the absorbed dose in target organs, particularly for the lungs.

In this paper, the diversity of organ masses is considered. However, for reliable modeling, a broad database is required to derive organ masses correlated with anthropomorphic variables. In addition, defining different somatotypes for the phantoms library makes it more comprehensive. Sheldon et al. [52] introduced three types of main somatotypes: 1) mesomorphs who are athletically built with a low percent of body fat; 2) ectomorphs who are underweight with a narrow skeleton frame; and 3) endomorphs who are overweight with a pear-shaped body style. In this paper, we set the FFM percent for different BMIs to consider body style in addition to the height and weight. By considering different styles in the future studies, the distribution of fat percent through the body of phantoms would be more realistic. Although the volume of intra-abdominal adipose tissue encompassed the organs is an important factor in the calculation of cross-organ dose, adjustment of this type of fat percent called visceral fat was ignored due to the lack of information, and total body mass was set by adjusting the subcutaneous fat mass.

Recent advances in deep learning are promoting a number of applications in computer vision and medical image analysis research that could be useful for constructing patient-specific models through automatic segmentation of body contours

The internal radiation dose was estimated in the context of a whole-body $^{18}$F-FDG PET protocol for morphometrically different phantoms for both genders. The calculated absorbed doses per administered activity in target organs are in agreement with those reported by the ICRP 106 [44]. The effective dose for habitus-dependent phantoms varies between 1.82 and 2.26 (mSv/100 MBq) for females, and between 1.67 and 1.85 (mSv/100 MBq) for males, while the ICRP 106 reports an effective dose of 2.31 (mSv/100 MBq). As expected, a significant dose from $^{18}$F-FDG is delivered to the heart, bladder, brain, liver, prostate for male and uterus for female. The accumulation of radioactive urine in the bladder not only causes a significant self-absorbed dose but also leads to a high cross-organ dose to the uterus and prostate. Overall, thin patients receive a higher internal radiation dose because the cross-irradiation between internal organs is stronger than other patients. This can be justified by the lack of subcutaneous and visceral fat which directly influences cross-organ doses.

such as muscles and bones. Although different body shapes are not defined in this paper, tuning the FFM percent helps to appropriately change the body style of phantoms. In a few cases, such as 10th percentile of weight in the first age group of male phantoms, FFM percent was not applied on the reference phantom to reach the target waist circumference. By sampling from derived multiple correlations between organ masses and external anthropometric parameters (age, standing height, body weight, and BMI), organ mass data does not follow a normal distribution. According to the organ mass values in the library, the brain mass increases with increasing height and decreases with increasing age. For the lung, kidney, spleen, and pancreas, it can be concluded that their masses increase by increasing the body weight and BMI without following a meaningful correlation with height and age variations. The liver and heart masses are strongly proportional to the total body mass and consequently to BMI. The behavior of the thyroid is a little different since it first increases and then decreases with increasing standing height. Moreover, it has a smooth increase with age and weight. As mentioned earlier, genital organs strongly depend on the age, except testis mass which increases with weight and BMI. The mass of the ovaries decreases sharply after 35 years whereas the uterus mass reaches a peak at about 45 years and decreases at higher ages. The prostate mass increases strongly with age. The masses of remaining organs, such as the muscles, bones, blood vessels, ... etc. change after 3-D scaling as reported by Johnson et al. [9]. The masses of most organs deviate from the mean value by about 3%–31% while it exceeds 50% for genital organs.

The internal radiation dose was estimated in the context of a whole-body $^{18}$F-FDG PET protocol for morphometrically different phantoms for both genders. The calculated absorbed doses per administered activity in target organs are in agreement with those reported by the ICRP 106 [44]. The effective dose for habitus-dependent phantoms varies between 1.82 and 2.26 (mSv/100 MBq) for females, and between 1.67 and 1.85 (mSv/100 MBq) for males, while the ICRP 106 reports an effective dose of 2.31 (mSv/100 MBq). As expected, a significant dose from $^{18}$F-FDG is delivered to the heart, bladder, brain, liver, prostate for male and uterus for female. The...
and internal organs. Considering the scarcity of large clinical databases and time-consuming classification techniques required for organs labeling, generative networks can be used for developing data-hungry deep learning algorithms. Novel unsupervised models, such as variational auto-encoders [53] or generative adversarial networks [54] have shown potential in medical image analysis and look promising for applications involving the generation of synthesized medical images to fulfill the requirement of large training datasets, e.g., auto-segmentation [55].

V. CONCLUSION

An algorithm was developed to consider the diversity of organ masses along with the morphometric parameters to construct a library by automatic remodeling the voxel-based ICRP adult reference phantoms. Data on 13 organ masses is culled based on information from autopsies and diagnostic examinations. Using the specific anthropometric data of each individual, it is possible to derive organ masses data and automatically construct habitus-specific phantoms according to the specific input parameters.

By using habitus-dependent anthropomorphic libraries, the calculation of absorbed doses for individuals exposed to external or internal radiation is likely to be more accurate by considering the anthropomorphic and anatomical diversity among the population. The move toward subject-specific phantoms is a major improvement taking advantage of the availability of habitus-dependent phantoms associated with morphometric parameters and classified in different somatotypes.
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